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RC 2 Channel Mini Helicopter 
Art. Nr. 500010
Tiny helicopter – big fun! The easy-to-learn 2 channel remote technology is the ideal starting 
point for the curious beginner in model aircraft flying.

- 2 channel helicopter

- Forward

- Left – Right

- Up – Down

- Choose from 3 channels to fly with 3 helicopters at the same time

- Automatic channel search: choose your channel on the remote controller. The helicopter will  
automatically recognise the chosen channel

- Stabilizer bar

- Flexible rotor blades

- Robust plastic frame

- Helicopter size: 10 x 2.5 x 6 cm

- Flying time: approx. 8 minutes

- Charging time: max. 30 minutes

- Infrared

- Age: 14+

Contents: Mini helicopter, remote controller with integrated charger, flight battery pack 
LiPo 3,7V 75 mAh, USB charging cable, instruction manual

Recommended acces sories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

INVENTO RC -  
Vehicles & Helicopters   

Smart cars & speedy flyers! The INVENTO RC series makes the 

dream of flying and driving come true easily for everyone. All models 

impress with their smart design, innovative engineering, great extras, 

and a robust design.
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RC Transport Helicopter „Hornet“ 
Art. Nr. 500012

This helicopter not only allows you to fly through the air, but pilots can also complete different 
transport missions. A cable winch, height adjustable catching hook, and transport basket 
guarantee great fun on every flight. A turbo function and electronic gyro for superb directional 
stability make this helicopter suitable for both beginners and advanced pilots.

- 3 channel helicopter
- Forward – Backward
- Left – Right
- Up – Down
- Choose from 3 channels to fly with 3 helicopters at the same time
- Automatic channel search: Choose your channel on the remote controller. The helicopter will  
automatically recognise the chosen channel

- Turbo function
- Gyro inside
- LED illumination
- Overhead stabilizer bar
- Flexible rotor blades
- Robust aluminium frame
- Helicopter size: 24 x 11 x 4,5 cm 
- Flying time: approx. 8 minutes
- Charging time: max. 60 minutes
- Infrared
- Automatic demo flight
- Incl. Remote controlled cable winch with catch hook and basket
- Age: 14+

Contents: Transport helicopter, remote controller with integrated charger, transport basket,  
flight battery pack LiPo 3,7V 280 mAh, spare rotor blades, USB charging cable, 
instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)
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INVENTO RC -  
Vehicles & Helicopters   
Smart cars & speedy flyers! The INVENTO RC series makes the dream of 
flying and driving come true easily for everyone. All models impress with their 
smart design, innovative engineering, great extras, and a robust design.

RC Camera Helicopter „Spy Cam“ 
Art. Nr. 500014
This amazing indoor helicopter with turbo function and electronic gyro for superb 
directional stability features an innovative built-in camera for digital photographs 
and video recording! View and easily edit your pictures and videos on your PC. 
Suitable for both beginners and advanced pilots.

- 3 channel infrared helicopter

- Forward – Backward

- Left – Right

- Up – Down

- Choose from 3 channels to fly with 3 helicopters at the same time

- Automatic channel search: choose your channel on the remote controller. 
The helicopter will automatcally recognise the chosen channel

- Turbo function

- Gyro inside

- LED illumination

- Overhead stabilizer bar

- Flexible rotor blades

- Robust aluminium frame

- Helicopter size: 24 x 11 x 4,5 cm

- Flying time: approx. 8 minutes

- Charging time: max. 60 minutes

- Automatic demo flight

- Camera (VGA 640 x 480 px) for video recording and photo shootings

- Age: 14+

Contents: Camera helicopter, remote controller with integrated charger, flight battery 
pack LiPo 3,7V 280 mAh, spare main rotor blades, spare tail rotor blades, USB 
charging cable, 512 MB microSD card + USB 2.0 stick with microSD cardreader, 
instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included) 
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RC Camera Helicopter XL „T-Smart“ 
Art. Nr. 500015
With our "T-Smart" camera helicopter you can enjoy a particularly special kind of flight 
experience. An innovative built-in camera allows thrilling digital snapshots and video 
recording from a birdview perspective. Despite its size "T-Smart" performs agile turning 
flights even in very small indoor spaces. With turbo function and electronic gyro for 
superb directional stability. View and easily edit your pictures and videos on your PC. 
Suitable for both beginners and advanced pilots.

- 3 channel helicopter (assorted colours: red, blue, green)

- Forward – Backward

- Left – Right

- Up – Down

- Turbo function

- Gyro function

- LED illumination

- Overhead stabilizer bar

- Flexible rotor blades

- Robuste aluminium frame

- Helicopter size: 44,5 x 19 x 8 cm

- Flying time: 6 - 8 minutes

- Charging time: max. 120 - 180 minutes

- Camera (VGA 640 x 480 px) for video recording and photo shootings

- Age: 14+ 

Contents: Camera helicopter, remote controller, charger, flight battery pack 
LiPo 3,7V 1000 mAh, spare main rotor blades, spare tail rotor blades, 
1 GB microSD card + USB 2.0-stick with microSD cardreader, instruction manual.

Recommended accessories: 3 x AA 1.5V batteries (not included)

NEW
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RC 4 Channel Helicopter 2.4 GHz 
Art. Nr. 500016

4 channel helicopter developed for the demanding pilot who attaches importance to 
realistic flight maneuvers. The ability to fly in all directions guarantees unlimited fun. 

- 4 channel helicopter (2.4 Ghz) with built-in Gyro

- Single rotor design with tail rotor

- Suitable for both indoor and outdoor flying

- Extremely steady and agile flight performance

- Transmitter is designed with a LCD display for easier and more precise operation

- Flexible rotor blades

- 4 channel controller: up & down (Pitch) - left & right (Yaw) - forward & backward (Nick) - 
sideways left & right (Roll)

- Main rotor diameter: 192 mm 

- Tail rotor diameter: 36 mm 

- Overall length: 220 mm 

- Height: 82 mm

- Weight: 32 g

- Flying time: approx. 7 minutes

- Charging time: max. 30 minutes

- Age: 14+

Contents: 4 channel helicopter, 4 channel remote controller with integrated charger, flight 
battery pack LiPo 3,7V 120 mAh (2 pcs), spare main rotor blades (2 pcs), spare tail rotor 
blade, dual LiPo charger + USB charging cable, instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

INVENTO RC -  
Vehicles & Helicopters   
Smart cars & speedy flyers! The INVENTO RC series makes the dream of 
flying and driving come true easily for everyone. All models impress with their 
smart design, innovative engineering, great extras, and a robust design.
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RC 4 Channel Quadcopter 2.4 GHz 
Art. Nr. 500005

4 channel 2.4 Ghz quadcopter with 3-axis stabilization system for both indoor and outdoor flying. Micropro-
cessor controlled attitude and acceleration sensors allow extremely steady flight performance and agile ae-
robatic maneuvers beyond standards. Loopings, pirouettes and spins – almost anything is possible. 4 basic 
settings: change settings on the controller from beginner mode to the more agile mode. Red and black rotor 
blades simplify the orientation.

- 4 channel quadcopter (2.4 Ghz) with built-in Gyro

- Quad rotor design

- Suitable for both indoor and outdoor flying

- Extremely steady and agile flight performance

- Transmitter is designed with a LCD display for easier and more precise operation

- Flexible rotor blades

- 4 channel controller: up & down (Pitch) - left & right (Yaw) - forward & backward (Nick) - 
sideways left & right (Roll)

- Rotor diameter: 135 mm

- Overall length: 290 mm

- Height: 55 mm

- Weight: 66 g

- Flying time: approx. 7 minutes

- Charging time: max. 50 minutes

- Age: 14+

Contents: 4 channel quadcopter, 4 channel 2.4 Ghz remote controller, flight battery pack 
LiPo 3,7V 500 mAh, spare rotor blades (4 pcs: 2 x red, 2 x black), LiPo charger, instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)
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RC Tractor Set Trailer 
Art. Nr. 500092

Farm tractor set in 3 different styles. Simply couple the trailer to the tractor 
and the fun can start immediately. With turbo function for even higher speeds. 
This tractor set will be delivered in an attractive gift box.

- Tractor set with turbo function
- Available in 3 different styles, assorted colours
- Scale: 1:42
- Vehicle size: 22 x 5 x 6 cm
- Long running times, short recharging periods
- Remote controller with integrated charging cable
- Frequency: 27 + 40 MHz

Contents: tractor, farming trailer, remote controller, instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 3 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

RC Tractor Set Silage Trailer 
Art. Nr. 500091

RC Tractor Set Crane 
Art. Nr. 500090

INVENTO RC -  
Vehicles & Helicopters 
Smart cars & speedy flyers! The INVENTO RC series makes the dream of 
flying and driving come true for everyone. All models impress with their 
smart design, innovative engineering, great extras, and a robust design.
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RC Mini Racer 
Art. Nr. 500098

One of the smallest remote control speed racers in the world. Speedy like a weasel, 
this little pocket racer thrills young and old alike with its sportiness and offers clever 
features and outstanding value for money. 4 pylons included for your challenge. 
Headlights and tail light will be turned on when driving forward and backward. 
Recharge the car through the controller. Charging cable is well integrated inside the 
controller - easy and convenient! Long running times and short recharging periods for 
unlimited driving fun. Various models and colours randomly available.

Package Contents:

- RC Mini Racer with adjustable directional stability, assorted colours
- Scale: 1:63
- Frequency: 27 + 40 MHz
- LED illumination while driving: 2 headlights, 1 rear light
- 2-channel remote controller with well-integrated charging cable and charging indicator
- 4 pylons
- Super-cool can packaging – perfect as a gift
- Multilingual manual included

Recommended accessories: 2 x AA batteries needed (not included).

RC Mini Racer meets the very latest European Toy Safety Standards. 
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INVENTO RC -  
Vehicles & Helicopters 
Smart cars & speedy flyers! The INVENTO RC series makes the dream of flying 
and driving come true easily for everyone. All models impress with their smart 
design, innovative engineering, great extras, and a robust design.

BMW X6 (Colours: Black + White)
Art. Nr. 500080

Hummer H2 (Colours: Red + Yellow) 
Art. Nr. 500081

All remote-controlled vehicles in this license series convince through their 
high functionality and attention to detail. Enjoy thrilling duels with friends. 
With the turbo function the magic of these luxury cars will come alive – the 
living room turns into a race track!

- 4 different cars each with 2 colours (colours will be shipped at 
random)

- Frequency: 27 + 40 MHz
- Scale: 1:43
- With turbo function: doubles the normal speed 
- LED illumination while driving: 2 headlights, 2 rear lights
- Vehicle size: 110 x 45 x 32 mm
- Long running times (10 minutes), short recharging periods (3-4 
minutes) for unlimited driving fun

- Charging cable is well integrated inside the controller - easy and convenient

Package contents: RC vehicle, remote controller with integrated charging cable and 
charging indicator, instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 3 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

Ford Mustang Shelby GT500 (Colours: Silver + Red) 
Art. Nr. 500083

NEW

NEW

NEW

Lamborghini Murcielago LP 670-4 
(Colours: Orange + Anthracite) 
Art. Nr. 500082

NEW
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Take control of the Mini Racer Kart and experience all the excitement of kart racing in your own living room. 
Turbo function permits even higher speeds. This speedy racer will be delivered in an attractive gift box.

- Various colours randomly available
- LED Headlights will be turned on when driving
- Scale: 1:43
- Kart size: 12 x 6 x 5 cm
- Long running times, short recharging periods
- Remote controller with integrated charging cable
- Frequency: 27 + 40 MHz

Contents: RC Mini Racer Kart, 2-channel remote controller with well-integrated charging cable and charging 
indicator, 6 pylons for acrobatic driving maneuvers, instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 3 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

This High Speed Racing Car allows a top speed of 30 km/h. With 5 gear mode for different 
speeds. Jump with your vehicle and create your own thrilling stunt shows. This high 
performance racer will be delivered in an attractive gift box. 

- Reaches a top speed of 30 km/h
- With 5 gear mode: shift up and down
- Allows thrilling stunts 
- Scale: 1:43
- Vehicle size: 12 x 8 x 5 cm
- Long running times, short recharging periods
- Remote controller with integrated charging cable
- Frequency: 27 + 40 MHz

Contents: High Speed Racing Car, remote controller, 20 pylons, roll bar, USB charging cable, 
instruction manual

Recommended accessories: 6 x AA 1.5 V batteries (not included)

RC High Speed Racing Car 
Art. Nr. 500094

RC Mini Racer Kart  
Art. Nr. 500096
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With wings made of extra strong rip-stop fabric and a fibreglass and 

carbon composite frame, our gliders are robust and more durable than 

conventional models. With their graceful lines and delicate aerobatic 

manoeuvres these gliders offer a feast for the eyes while they soar 

through the sky. Our Airglider offers the flyer many alternatives to  

experiment with the flight experience. You are encouraged to add or 

subtract ballast and adjust the wings to alter the flight characteristics. 

Airglider

Groundlauncher 
Art. Nr. 111050
A dynamic and spectacular 
"Ground Launch" is achieved by 
using this rubber band ground-
launcher.

Sky Glider Blaze 
Art. Nr. 111036

29 cm, 24 cm, Ripstop-Polyester,  
1,5 mm fibreglass,  6+ 

Launched by the included rubber band catapult the Sky Glider 
soars and glides more than 30 meters (100 ft.). Wings can be 
adjusted for long gliding flights, spiralling, and even loopings. Soft 
rubber nose cone reduces risk of injury and damages of the Sky 
Glider. Start with: Rubber band catapult (incl.).   

Airglider "Easy"
Red/Black, Art. Nr. 111030
Blue/Black, Art. Nr. 111032 

32 cm, 33 cm, Ripstop-Polyester, 2 mm carbon + fibreglass,  6+
So easy to adjust and with no assembly required, we had to name it appropriately.  
Small adjustable tabs sewn into the sail work like flaps on a plane, allowing you to change 
the flight characteristics instantly. Perform barrel rolls, loops or set it for long straight flights 
that can last up to 30 seconds. The durable carbon fiber frame and rubber tip nose will  
provide hours of fun and aerodynamic experimentation.
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Airglider

Airglider 40
Flame, Art. Nr. 11100030 
Red/Yellow, Art. Nr. 11100017

40 cm, 45 cm, Ripstop-Polyester, 
3 mm carbon,  6+ 

Start with: Handstart, rubber band catapult (incl.)

Airglider 60
Fire, Art. Nr. 11100517 
Ice, Art. Nr. 11100512

60 cm, 50 cm, Ripstop-Polyester, 4 mm carbon,  6+  
Start with: Handstart, groundlaunch, rubber band catapult (incl.).  
Accessory: Groundlauncher

Online-Video: www.invento-hq.com
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Miniprop - Model Aircrafts from Flexipor! 
Miniprop model aircrafts made from Flexipor are not only extremely light,  

but also very flexible and sturdy. These aircrafts touch children´s hearts. 

Felix IQ Flexipor 
Art. Nr. 365100

- Ideal starter model: excellent flying performance – extremely sturdy
- Adjustable elevator (patent pending) – flies in circles and loops
- Ready to fly within seconds – no adhesive required
- Electric motor can be retro-fitted
- „Spiel Gut“ award
- Assorted colours are randomly available
- Delivered in gift box
- 100% "Made in Germany"

Wingspan: 600 mm / Length: 490 mm / Weight: 53 g

Contents: Finished model made of Flexipor, multicoloured decal sheet  
with 22 country flags, instruction manual. 

The raw material "Flexipor" is

- EPP (expanded polypropylene), but considerably 
more lightweight

- Extremely flexible and sturdy

- Completely nontoxic

- Free of softening agents

- Free of hydrocarbons

- 100% recyclable
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Miniprop - Model Aircrafts from Flexipor! 

Felix 30 EPP, Art. Nr. 365105 
Felix 60 EPP, Art. Nr. 365110

- Proven in their hundreds of thousands – often copied, but still unmatched
- Easy handling, exceptional flight characteristics
- High breaking strength
- Ready to fly within seconds – no adhesive or tools required
- „Spiel Gut“ award
- Assorted colours are randomly available
- Delivered in poly bag with header card
- 100% "Made in Germany"

Felix 30: Wingspan: 300 mm / Length: 245 mm / Weight: 9 g
Felix 60: Wingspan: 600 mm / Length: 450 mm / Weight: 40 g

Contents: Finished model, wing rubber band, instruction manual.
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Copter Rocket 
Art. Nr. 365040

Simply hook the Copter Rocket to the included rubber band launcher, draw, 
and release. The nose mounted whistle screams as this incredible flying toy 
rockets upwards at surprising speed and up to altitudes of 60 m. In the zenith 
the copter blades unfold and this absolutely stunning toy safely copters back 
to earth, ready to be launched again in just seconds. Sturdy but light-weight 
construction. Ages 7 and up.

Air-Copter 
Art. Nr. 365065

By using the included launcher, the Air-Copter 
achieves impressing altitudes. At the top of 
its trajectory the blades open up and it slowly 
rotates back to earth.

Squeeze Rocket Party Pack 
Art. Nr. 720450

Quickly squeeze the hand held bulb and the 
foam rockets fly up to 10 meters. For indoor 
and outdoor use.  
Content: 2 squeeze bulbs and 10 rockets.

Air Toys The dream of flying is as old as mankind.  

Discover the fascination of aerodynamics that captivates the young 

and the young at heart. Our rockets are based on physical effects 

only and do not require any fuel. 
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Stomp Rocket High Performance 
Art. Nr. 365020

Jump on the stomp pad and a giant blast of air 
propels the stomp rocket. It can travel up to  
90 meters. No batteries or fuel required - it is air 
powered!!! It is ready to fly in seconds and comes with 
an adjustable launcher. Age: 12+

Stomp Rocket High 
Performance Refill Pack 

Set of 3: Art. Nr. 365025

Sky Diver 
Art. Nr. 501040

50 cm, 72 cm, 5+
The world’s finest tangle free toy parachute. 
It has no strings to tangle, no batteries to 
replace, and no assembly is required. Simply 
toss it high and watch it fly. The parachutes 
are made with all of the newest and brightest 
neon colours. 
In POP display (14 pcs), similar to illustration.

Air Toys
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Addict-A-Ball 20 cm 
Art. Nr. 501080

Addict-A-Ball contains different obstacles and 
slides featuring 138 stages. Diameter: 20 cm.

Addict-A-Ball 14 cm 
Art. Nr. 501082

Addict-A-Ball contains different obstacles and 
slides featuring 100 stages. Diameter: 14 cm.

Addict-A-Ball Addict-A-Ball contains different 

obstacles and slides featuring 100 or 138 stages. The aim is to progress 

a shiny ball through all routes of the maze to get to the end. This 

awesome and endless challenge for young and old will keep you busy 

for hours!

Online-Video:  
www.invento-hq.com

Scan QR code and watch video! 

Call us for availability in your country!
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neoClicks Steel Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501420

neoClicks Silver Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501422

neoClicks Gold Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501434

neoClicks Black Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501424

neoClicks Green Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501426

neoClicks Red Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501428

neoClicks White Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501430

neoClicks Blue Edition - 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501432

neoClicks Book + Steel Edition 216 balls 
Art. Nr. 501410

neoClicks Steel Edition - 216 blocks 
Art. Nr. 501450

neoClicks - Geometry with 
Magnets!

Creative pastime for imaginative people: The neoClicks are magnetic 
puzzles like you have never seen before! Once you pick these 
addicting dots of magnetic fun up it´s very hard to put them down. 
neoClicks consist of 216 high-energy Neodymium (NdFeB) magnet 
balls (Ø 5mm) or blocks (4mm) with a durable surface, giving 
creative people literally hours of entertainment.
neoClicks help relieve stress, develop the creative side of the brain, and relieve boredom

- High-energy Neodymium (NdFeB) magnets – can carry up to 1000 times its weight

- Break the magnets apart to create and recreate an outrageous number of different 
shapes and patterns by snapping them together in unlimited ways

- Instruction book with awesome photography available (56 pages, 4 languages: DE, 
GB, NL, FR), incl. 216 magnet balls 

- Available in different colours: steel, silver, gold, blue, red, green, black, white with 3 or 
4 coatings (nickel/copper/nickel + silver, gold or colour)

- Supplied in a smart gift packaging

- Incl. split card (ball items), 4 spare balls/blocks, manual und safety warnings (not for 
book item) 

WARNING: This product is not a toy.

Not suitable for children under 14 years.

Scan QR code 
and watch video!

Call us for availability in your country!
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Hako - the thrilling strategy game and brain-teaser
Challenge your friends - test your logical thinking and memories. Be the first to discover 
the way through the HAKO maze and become the “Master of HAKO”. The aim is to be 
the first to reach the top level of the HAKO box with your marbles.   
Play alone or with friends and show off your skills.

- 1 – 4 players 

- HAKO was awarded the bronze medal at the IENA International Exhibition of Ideas, Inventions and New 
Products in Nuremberg/Germany 

- Educationally valuable game (recommended by physicians and school educationalists)

- Play with one or more marbles. Be the first to reach the top level of the HAKO box with your marbles

- The game starts on the ground floor of the box. Choose a hole, play your marble, and route it to the right 
exit to climb to the next floor. Play further marbles and climb to higher floors until a marble rolls to the left 
exit. Now it is the turn of the other player. Climbing up quickly will not give a guarantee for a rapid victory. If 
a player chooses the wrong hole the marble will slide down to the ground floor and his game begins anew.

- The HAKO box contains a hidden maze. Stake out up to 5000 different routes through the maze by means 
of special tubes inside the HAKO box. Only one hole per level routes marbles to the right exit.

- Endless fun!

- Available in 5 different colours

- Each box contains 2 x 5 marbles + basic playing instruction 

- Extensive playing instructions and further accessories can be downloaded on www.hako-game.com

HAKO Box, Yellow 
Art. Nr. 50128005

HAKO Box, Pink 
Art. Nr. 50128008

HAKO Box, Blue 
Art. Nr. 50128010

HAKO Box, Black 
Art. Nr. 50128014

HAKO Box, White 
Art. Nr. 50128016

Further information: 
www.hako-game.com
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Rollerball & Mirascope

Rollerball, Classic 
Art. Nr. 501010
Rollerballs are efficient tools 
to train your arms, wrists 
and fingers. By speeding 
up the metal core of the 
gyroball, you can easily 
strenghten your grip for  
surfing, tennis, squash and 
any other practise.

Mirascope 3D 
Art. Nr. 510206

Holographic effect, a small object seems to 
lie in front of you, but cannot be touched.

Rollerball Premium 
Art. Nr. 501012

Same features like Rollerball Classic, 
but with antislip belt for a safer grip.

Giant Soap Bubble Sword 
Art. Nr. 505565

This refillable giant soap-bubble sword with 266 ml bubble 
solution creates huge bubbles or loads of little ones. Just 
remove the sheath and swipe. Available in 4 transparent 
colours: pink, yellow, blue, orange. Colours will be shipped at 
random. In POP display (12 pcs).
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NEW NEW

NEWNEW NEW NEW
Crossboccia Pro: Sneak 
Art. Nr. 39003004

Crossboccia Fun Double Pack: 
Star Cluster 
Art. Nr. 39003101

Crossboccia Pro: Green 
Art. Nr. 39003003

Crossboccia Pro: Woods 
Art. Nr. 39003001

Crossboccia Pro: Flagged 
Art. Nr. 39003002

Crossboccia Fun Double Pack: 
Optic Equalizer 
Art. Nr. 39003102

 Scan QR code 
and watch video

Set for 2 players. Ball material: 
very robust double layer ripstop 
fabric, durable plastic pellet filling. 
Contents: 2 x 3 playing balls (dia-
meter 8 cm, 90 grams), 1 target 
ball, playing instructions, in mesh 
bag with drawstring cord.

Set for 1 player. Ball material: very robust double layer ripstop fabric, durable plastic pellet filling. Contents: 3 playing balls with name tags (official 
contest balls, diameter 8 cm, 115 grams), 1 target ball, playing instructions, in mesh bag with drawstring cord.

Crossboccia 
Play in 3D! Whether off the fifth floor into the backyard or using walls 

as boards onto stairs – there are no limits set to your creativity! Any 

ledges, window boards, fountains or benches are your confederates 

when it comes to fight for victory. Total freedom! Play anywhere no 

matter if indoor or outdoor. Turn your whole city into a playing field!
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These new Crossboccia balls glow in the dark for night play! Set for 2 players. Ball material: very robust double layer 
ripstop fabric, durable plastic pellet filling. Contents: 2 x 3 playing balls with name tags (official contest balls, diameter 
8 cm, 115 grams), 1 target ball, playing instructions, in mesh bag with drawstring cord.

Crossboccia

Set for 2 players. Ball material: very robust double layer ripstop fabric, durable plastic pellet filling. Contents: 
2 x 3 playing balls with name tags (official contest balls, diameter 8 cm, 115 grams), 1 target ball, playing 
instructions, in mesh bag with drawstring cord.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Crossboccia Pro Double Pack: 
Green Sneak 
Art. Nr. 39003201

Crossboccia Night Glow Double Pack: 
Record Lines 
Art. Nr. 39003301

Crossboccia Pro Family Pack: 
Flagged Arrows 
Art. Nr. 390034

Set for 4 players. Ball material: very robust 
double layer ripstop fabric, durable plastic 
pellet filling. Contents: 4 x 3 playing balls 
with name tags (official contest balls, 
diameter 8 cm, 115 grams), 1 target ball, 
playing instructions, in mesh bag with 
drawstring cord.

Crossboccia Pro Double Pack: 
Tokyo Arrow 
Art. Nr. 39003202

Crossboccia Night Glow Double Pack: 
Spot Cross 
Art. Nr. 39003302
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Mini Jumpz POP-Display (24 pcs) 
Art. Nr. 750564

These characters with zany, fluffy hair can be pressed down so  
the mesh body collapses and a hidden sucker sticks it to the table top. After a few seconds it will 
spring into the air with surprising vigour. 9 collectable characters. Great fun for children's parties and 
party bags. Incl. POP display (24 mixed characters). Ages 5 & up.

Aerobie Squidgie Ball 
Art. Nr. 360162

Squishy and fun – you won‘t want to let go. Tough enough for indoor  
or outdoor play. Made of soft moulded rubber fins.  
Floats in water – perfect for the pool. Available colours: yellow, blue, 
purple, magenta, orange, green and „glow in the dark“.  
Ages 3 and up. Dogs love it, too.  

Finger Bounce Ball POP Display (36 pcs)  
Art. Nr. 750854

Smaller finger version available now! Loads of 
fun guaranteed! 

Bounce Ball POP Display (24 pcs) 
Art. Nr. 750852

Wrap the velcro bracelet around your 
wrist, throw the ball away from you 
and catch it as it returns. Ideal for 
“Foot Juggling”. Build your eye-hand 
coordination. Available in 4 different 
designs: Soccer, Tennis, Basketball, 
Baseball.

Balls
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NEW

Schildkröt Neoprene American Football 
Art. Nr. 390179

Neoprene American Football (size 9). Three flame designs (blue, orange, black). 
In poly bag (not inflated) with header card.

Schildkröt Neoprene Baseball Set 
Art. Nr. 390169

Soft Neoprene baseball bat (62 cm, 200 g), trendy flame 
design (blue/yellow), 1 soft baseball Ø 8,5 cm, in hanging 

blister packaging.

Schildkröt Neoprene Soccer Ball 
Art. Nr. 390178

Neoprene Beach Soccerball (size 5). Three flame designs (blue/yellow, orange/blue, 
red/black). In poly bag (not inflated) with header card.

Schildkröt Neoprene Beachvolley Ball 
Art. Nr. 390176

Neoprene Beach Volleyball (size 5). Three flame designs (yellow/blue, blue/orange, 
black/red). In poly bag (not inflated) with header card.

Schildkröt Neoprene Mini Ball Duo Pack 
Art. Nr. 390173

Set of 2 padded Mini Neoprene Balls (flame 
design): Beach Volleyball (Ø 9 cm) & American 
Football, in poly bag with headercard.

Schildkröt Neoprene Mini Beachvolley Ball 
Art. Nr. 390175

Mini Neoprene Beach Volleyball (size 2).  
Flame design (orange/blue). In mesh bag (not inflated).

Balls
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Scan QR code and 
watch video!

Aerobie Since 1984, Aerobie brand sport toys have been 

known to provide exciting performance while encouraging physical activity 

involving skill and exercise. Aerobie sport toys are famous for their high 

performance standards. Soft edges, extreme precision and unbelievable 

throwing distances are the touchstones of the Aerobie range.

Dogobie Disc 
Art. Nr. 360165

This flying disc is made of a puncture 
resistant material for play with your dog. 
The Dogobie is gentle on your dog‘s 
mouth and teeth. It floats in water. 

Squidgie Disc 
Art. Nr. 360160

A smaller, soft, flexible version of the 
Superdisc™. Great flying performance.

Aerobie Sprint Ring 
Art. Nr. 360100
 ø 25 cm  
The original flying ring has been recorded 
in the Guinness Book of Records for the 
farthest flight.

Aerobie Pro Ring 
Art. Nr. 360000

ø 33 cm

Arrow Golf Disc 
Art. Nr. 360180

168 grams

Patented spoiler rim design 
makes this disc fly straight as 
an arrow. Straightest flight and 
least fade of any known disc. 
Predictable mid-range distance. 
Ergonomic grip for consistently 
accurate throws. 
Weight: 168 grams

Epic Golf Disc 
Art. Nr. 360175

169 grams

Revolutionary design for truly ultra 
long range drives. Easily tuned 
by bending the rim to maximize 
distance and accuracy for personal 
throwing styles and speed. The 
Epic‘s superior speed definitely 
gives it the distance edge.  
Weight: 169 grams.

Superdisc 
Art. Nr. 360150

This disc is renowned for stable, 
accurate flights.

SkyLighter 
Art. Nr. 360145

Spectacular flights, day or 
night. Powerful L.E.D.s light 
up the entire disc, not only 
spots. Long life, replaceable 
batteries. Amazingly  
long and accurate flights.

Superdisc Ultra 
Art. Nr. 360155

This disc features the soft, resilient  
rubber edge that Aerobie is noted for.  
This disc differs in that it has a clear 
durable plastic center that creates a 
dome. This disc also features a wobble-
proof design which provide a stable flight. 
Diameter app. 30 cm.  
Colours: yellow, blue, red, purple
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Aerobie AeroPress Coffee Maker 
Art. Nr. 790000

The AeroPress™ is the result of years 
of applied research by inventor and 
engineer Alan Adler. Adler’s numerous 
brewing experiments demonstrated that 
proper temperature, total immersion 
and rapid filtering were the keys to 
obtaining excellent flavour. He then 
designed and tested dozens of 
brewing methods before settling on 
the AeroPress™ design. Independent 
reviews suggest the new Aerobie 
AeroPress™ delivers the smoothest, 
richest, purest and fastest cup of 
coffee (under 30 seconds) you’re likely 
to find.

 � Water and grounds are mixed 
together for ten seconds. Use 
80°C water for the very best taste

 � Then gentle air pressure pushes 
the mix through a micro-filter in  
20 seconds

 � The total brewing time of only 30 
seconds results in exceptionally 
smooth flavour

 � Incl. instructions for using an 
AeroPress™ and making the best 
coffee or espresso you have ever 
tasted

 � Each AeroPress™ comes with  
350 filters. Replacement packs of 
350 filters are available

 � Made in U.S.A.

AeroPress Micro Filters 
(350 pcs) 
Art. Nr. 790005

Replacement pack of 350 filters for 
AeroPress Coffee Maker.

Aerobie

Bumerang Orbiter 
Art. Nr. 360200

The famous triangular boomerang that really 
does come back. Rubber edges for soft catches.

Aerobie Squidgie Ball 
Art. Nr. 360162

Squishy and fun – you won‘t want to let go. Tough 
enough for indoor or outdoor play. Made of soft  
moulded rubber fins. Floats in water – perfect for the 
pool. Available colours: yellow, blue, purple, magenta, 
orange, green and „glow in the dark“.  
Ages 3 and up. Dogs love it, too.

Football 
Art. Nr. 360050

ca. 23 cm 5+

The Aerobie football is a 23 cm foam 
football. Patented curved fins propel  
this football into a perfect spiral 
every time. For right handed throw-
ing only. Assorted two tone colours. 
Recommended for kids 5 years old  
and up.

Rocket Football 
Art. Nr. 360055

ca. 15 cm 3+
A smaller 15 cm long version of the 
Aerobie football. Easy to throw, easy 
to catch. For right handed throwing 
only. Assorted two tone colours. 
Recommended for kids 3 years old 
and up.
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Flying Discs DISCRAFT is the world leader in  

producing flying discs. Well-known for their precision and durability, 

these flying discs are available in different sizes and weights.  

Our other recreational flying discs are great to learn the basics of  

throwing and offer excellent price-performance ratios.

Discraft Ultra Star Night Glow 
Art. Nr. 380100

ø 270 mm, 175 grams
Official disc of the Ultimate Players  
Association and the choice of teams 
worldwide for casual, league and tour-
nament play. Glows in the dark.

Discraft Sky Pro 
Art. Nr. 380130

ø 230 mm, 125 grams
Perfect disc for the park, beach or  
backyard. Great for kids.

Soft Flyer 21 cm POP Display (24 pcs) 
Art. Nr. 38020501

ø 21 cm 
Soft-Flyer made of nylon. The edge is filled with sand. 
Great flying characteristics and suitable for all ages. 
POP display increases sales and turnover.

Discraft Ultra Star 
Art. Nr. 380110

ø 270 mm, 175 grams
Official disc of the Ultimate Players 
Association and the choice of teams 
worldwide for casual, league and  
tournament play.

Discraft Ultra Star Color Change 
Art. Nr. 380105

ø 270 mm, 175 grams
Official disc of the Ultimate Players 
Association and the choice of teams 
worldwide for casual, league and 
tournament play. Changes the colour 
in sunlight.

Flying Disc 
"All-round"  
Art. Nr. 380165

175 grams
Great recreational flying disc to learn the basics of throw-
ing a disc. Easy to throw and very stable. Comes in various 
colours. Excellent price-performance ratio. 
POP display available (36 pcs).

Night Flyer Game Pack 
Art. Nr. 360368

This illuminated flying disc with twin LEDs creates dazzling 
effects in the dark. Durable and water resistant. Incl. two 
night eyes (Night Viz headbands). Simply strap on your head-
band and play even in the dark. Pack contains: 1 light up 
flying disc, 1 green headband, 1 red headband, batteries.
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Boomerangs Various items in our boomerang range 

were delevoped by Stéphane Hubert, who participated at boomerang 

world championships several times. All boomerangs come with step-by-

step instructions to make it easy for beginners to throw properly.  

All Ori boomerangs are hand-painted.Turnix "Graffiti" 
Art. Nr. 370310

15 m 8+,  
Material: Wood

Easy to throw and catch. Smooth and 
precise flight.

Runner Ori 
Art. Nr. 370410

15 m, Material: Wood

Exact and round flight. Easy to handle 
and very stable. Ideal for beginners.

Jaguar Ori

Art.Nr. 370420 

25 m, Material: Wood 
Stable in wind. Beautiful and regular 
flight. Returns in helicopter-style. Ideal for 
everyone.

Falconet Ori 
Art. Nr. 370450

30 m, Material: Wood

Slow flight. Correctly thrown it 
returns precisely. 
More difficult to catch.

Zebra 3 "Dot Painting"

right: Art. Nr. 370315
left: Art. Nr. 37031501 

15 m 7+, 
Material: Polypropylen

The Zebra 3 is very easy to catch and 
throw. It returns in helicopter-style. 
Suitable only for light winds. Great 
value.

Xfly "Dot Painting" 
right: Art. Nr. 370325
left: Art. Nr. 37032501 

25 m 13+, 
Material: Polypropylen

An ideal boomerang for beginners and 
experienced throwers. The Xfly is easy 
to catch and throw. Great value.

Spirit "Dot Painting" 
right: Art. Nr. 370335  
left: Art. Nr. 37033501

25 m 12+, 
Material: Polypropylen

Easy to throw and catch even for 
beginners. Stable in wind. 
Great value.
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NEW
Rocket Whistler XL 
Art. Nr. 360279

The economical alternative to the famous Vortex 
Mega Howler. Excellent flying characteristics for long 
distance throws. 3 whistles create an awesome 
sound effect during flights. Length: 34 cm.

Throwing Toys

Rocket Balls 
Art. Nr. 360260

Display of 12
Inspite of its small size, Rocket Balls 
have excellent flying characteristics and 
achieve long distance throws. Fits into 
almost any pocket. The head of this 
flying toy looks like a ball and is made 
of soft foam. No risk of injury. Available in 
different ball designs. Suitable for all ages.  
Perfect price-performance ratio.

Rocket Whistler 
Art. Nr. 360278

Successor of the well-known Vortex Pocket 
Howler. Howling sound effect combined with 
aerodynamic design.

Mini Rocket 
Art. Nr. 360265

Display of 24
Despite its small size, Mini Rockets have 
excellent flying characteristics and achieve 
long distance throws. Fits into almost any 
pocket. No risk of injury. Suitable for all 
ages. Perfect price-performance ratio.

Vortex Mega Howler 
Art. Nr. 360286

Launch the howler and watch it fly. Record throw over 90 m! The steering 
plumes allow it to turn in a perfect spiral. Super fast spin and aerodynamic 
design, can be thrown with 
great accuracy. 3 whistles 
incorporated into the Mega 
Howlers body combine 
for one awesome sound 
effect. Length: 32 cm. 
Weight: 240 grams.
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Scan QR code and 
watch video!

Throwing Toys

X-Zylo (Flying Gyroscope) 
Art. Nr. 360250

The ultimate game of catch. Skilled 
throwers can commonly achieve 
distances exeeding 200 meters.  
Online Video: www.invento-hq.com

Indiaca Ball 
Art. Nr. 360380

Indiaca is a game using the flat of the hand to hit a ball with 
feathers. Great and dynamic fun on the beach, park or lawn. 
Weight: 50 grams. Length: 26 cm.

Schildkröt "Neoprene Peteka" 
Art. Nr. 390048

High-quality Peteka ball with elastic Neoprene cover. 
Trendy flame design (yellow/red).  
In blister packaging.

Neoprene Ring 
Art. Nr. 390171

Diameter: 24 cm. Weight: 85 grams. Assorted  
colours (yellow & orange). In blister packaging.   
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NEW

Schildkröt Neoprene Diving Set 
Art. Nr. 39018703

2 diving sticks, 2 diving rings, 2 diving balls with tails.  
Sink fastly and rest on the bottom in an upright position. Bright colours make these 
pool toys easy to see and grab in the water. Ideal diving toys for educational institu-
tions. Flame graphics, assorted colours. In blister packaging.

Schildkröt Diving Animals 
Art. Nr. 39018704

Set of 3 diving animals (1 turtle, 1 fish, 1 starfish). 
Size: 12 cm, filled with sand. The fish rests on the 
bottom in an upright position. The animals sink to the 
ground and are perfect for kids to learn how to dive. 
In mesh bag with drawstring cord.

Water Toys

Water Skimmer 
Art. Nr. 360370

Skims the waters surface like a skipping stone  
and can travel up to 30 meters.  
Diameter: 16 cm. Weight: 50 grams.  
In counter display (12 pcs).

Wave Runner "Pool" 
Slow Bounce Ball 
Art. Nr. 360378

Wave Runner "Beach"  
Fast Bounce Ball 
Art. Nr. 360376

WaveRunner™ is a revolutionary 
ball that allows for optimized water 
fun - it's the perfect beach and 
pool toy! Throw the ball at a flat 
angle across any surface of water 
- watch it skip, bounce, and even 
jump! Enjoy the wonder of the 
WaveRunner™ experience.

Both versions are also available in 
POP counter display (24 pcs).
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NEW

NEW

Kubb 
Art. Nr. 390042

Wooden beach and garden game. This Skandinavian game has taken 
Europe by storm. It symbolises a battle in which two groups fight for their 
king. The aim is to knock over the King before the opponent does. 
Set of 1 King (30 x 7 x 7 cm), 10 Kubbs (15 x 5 x 5 cm), 6 throwing sticks 
(30 x 3.5 x 3.5 cm), 4 corner sticks, all made of FSC certified pine wood, in 
nylon zipper bag. Incl. playing instructions.

Slackline "HQ Inspiration" 
Art. Nr. 390250
All people need to practice 
this balance sport are two 
adequate objects to affix this 
balance strap to (e.g. trees or 
poles). This incredibly dynamic 
sport requires a different set of 
skills and abilities and encourages 
people to develop an excellent 
sense of balance. Slacklining also 
helps climbers, skiers, martial artists, horsemen, vaulters, surfers and many other 
sportsmen to develop good reflexes and an excellent sense of balance. With 
a width of 50 mm our slack line is easy to handle and enables unexperienced 
slackline enthusiasts to experience this great sport.

OgoSport Set 
Art. Nr. 390184

2 OgoSport foam rings (30 
cm) with a highstrength elastic 
membrane, 1 "OgoSoft" Ball  
(6.5 cm), instruction manual.

OgoSport Set Mezo 
Art. Nr. 390183

2 OgoSport foam rings (38 cm) with 
a highstrength elastic membrane, 1 
"OgoSoft" Ball (6.5 cm), instruction 
manual.

OgoSport (OgoSoft Balls) 
Art. Nr. 39018401

6,5 cm (set of 2) 

Technical Specification:
- Strap: Retaining strap (Polyester) with protected mounting loops, 50 mm wide, 
15 meters long.

- Ratchet: Mounted on 50 mm wide and 2 meters long retaining strap with 
protected mounting loop.

- Maximum load: 3000 kg
- Max. user weight: 90 kg
- Detailed instruction manual included.

Oh - Go Outside! Ogo Sport Disk Double 

Pack is guaranteed to drive kids and adults 

outside and make outdoor play a lifetime 

activity. OgoSport discs with high-strength 

elastic membranes can toss and catch 

OgoSoft balls for up to 45 meters and can 

be used as a flying disc as well. OgoSport 

is easy to play, safe and fun for the whole 

family – the versatility is endless. It can be 

played alone, in pairs or groups.

Giant Mikado 
Art. Nr. 390040

Wooden beach and garden game. The large version of the popular and 
classic Mikado game. Play it in the garden, in the park or on the beach. Set of 
25 Mikado sticks (90 cm, Ø 1,1cm), made of FSC certified pine wood, in mesh 
bag with drawstring cord. Incl. playing instructions.
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NEW NEW NEW

NEWNEW

Speedminton®  
It is more sweaty than Tennis, faster than Squash and as easy to 

learn as Badminton: SPEEDMINTON®  

SPEEDMINTON® combines the best of all racket sports to create a 

totally new sport. Play wherever you want: indoors, at the park or on 

the beach. No net required - just have fun. The Speeders fly straight 

and true, even against the wind. Speeds of up to 290 km/h  

(189 mph). The fastest racket sport. Outdoor play up to wind 

strength 4. No limits: day or night - you can always play. 

Speedminton® Junior-Set S-JR 
Art. Nr. 390132

2 shortened Junior Speed Rackets 
(orange/yellow) made of hardened 
aluminium, Speeder pack with 2 Fun 
Speeders®, in racket bag with shoulder 
strap, incl. playing instructions. 
Recommended for children ages  
6 - 12 years.

SPEEDMINTON® Set S200 
Art. Nr. 390138

2 Speed Rackets (black/blue/white) 
with mega power zone made of 
hardened light aluminium, Speeder mix 
pack with 5 Speeders (1 Fun / 2 Match 
/ 1 Cross / 1 Night), 1 wind ring,  
4 Speed Lights for night play, Easy Court 
incl. anchor pegs, in racket bag with 
shoulder strap, incl. playing instructions.

SPEEDMINTON® Set S65 
Art. Nr. 390134

2 Speed Rackets (orange/red) 
made of hardened aluminium, 
Speeder mix pack with 3 Speeders 
(1 Fun / 1 Match / 1 Night), 1 wind 
ring, 2 Speed Lights for night play, in 
racket bag with shoulder strap, incl. 
playing instructions.

SPEEDMINTON® Set S400 
Art. Nr. 390140

2 Pro Speed Rackets (white/silver/red) 
made of graphite composite with U-channel 
and mega power zone, Speeder mix pack 
with 5 Speeders (1 Fun / 2 Match /  
1 Cross/ 1 Night), 1 wind ring, 4 Speed 
Lights for night play, Easy Court incl. 
anchor pegs, in racket bag with shoulder 
strap, incl. playing instructions.

SPEEDMINTON® Set S90 
Art. Nr. 390136

2 Speed Rackets (green/yellow) made 
of hardened aluminium, Speeder mix 
pack with 5 Speeders (1 Fun /  
2 Match / 1 Cross / 1 Night), 1 wind 
ring, 2 Speed Lights for night play, in 
racket bag with shoulder strap, incl. 
playing instructions.

Scan QR code and 
watch video!
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Speedminton® & Beachminton®

Easy Court Pro 
Art. Nr. 390164

Portable playing field for outdoor com-
petition. Florescent rubberized belts 
form two squares (5.5 x 5.5 m).  
Incl. 8 anchor pegs, bag and instruc-
tion manual. Set up Speed Court on 
grassy fields, at the beach,  
in parks or gardens.

Wind Rings 
Art. Nr. 390153

2 pcs in poly bag. Weight: 2 grams. 
Add to any Speeder for play in 
stronger winds. Simply roll the wind 
ring over the speeder head to add 
more weight.

Speeder Tube Mixpack 
Art. Nr. 390160

Speeder Tube includes: 1 Fun Speeder  
for shorter distances from  
12 - 17 meters (perfect for beginners, 
maximum speed: up to 260 km/h / 
160 mph), 2 Match Speeders for lon-
ger distances from 15 - 23 meters  
(maximum speed: up to 290 km/h / 
189 mph), 1 Cross Speeder for even 
longer distances, 1 Night Speeder 
for play at night (powered by Speed 
Lights), 2 wind rings.

Speed Lights 
Art. Nr. 390165

Set includes: 8 Speed Lights in 
blister pack (minimum order quantity: 
6 blister packs) for play at night.  
Easy installation in Night Speeder.

Beachminton® this is what Power-Badminton outdoors is called. With special power rackets that allow 

more power. Considerably faster than Badminton! No matter if on the lawn, in the park or at the beach 

this quick racket sport, with its low wind-susceptible balls, offers manifold options.

Beachminton Set 
Art. Nr. 390052

Set includes: 2 Beachminton rackets 58 cm, 2 beach 
shuttles (1 "Starter", 1 "Racer"), in zipper bag with 
adjustable shoulder strap.

Beachminton Set "Junior" 
Art. Nr. 390050

Set includes: 2 Beachminton junior rackets 53 cm,  
2 beach shuttles (1 "Starter", 1 "Racer"), in zipper  
bag with adjustable shoulder strap.

Replacement Shuttles "Aerospeed" 
Art. Nr. 390059

Tube of 3 beach shuttles: 1 slow "Starter", 
2 fast "Racer".
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Learning CD incl.

LED illuminated product!

Diabolo LED 
Art. Nr. 701000

Robust Light Up LED Diabolo with fully 
translucent polyurethane cups. Red, 
green and blue LED’s allow stunning 
light effects when playing in the dark.  
3 different light modes (constant  
colour, colour change, flashing mode). 
Incl. hand sticks (fibreglass with  
super-soft EVA grips), comprehensive 
Learning CD, and batteries  
(4 x CR2032). Cup diameter: 112 mm. 
Total weight: 298 grams.

Juggling Ballz LED 
Art. Nr. 701050

Set of 3 Light Up LED Juggling Balls. 
Allows stunning light effects when 
playing in the dark. 3 different light 
modes (constant colour, colour 
change, flashing mode). Ideal for 
beginners and advanced jugglers 
alike. Incl. comprehensive Learning 
CD and batteries (6 x CR2032).  
Ball diameter: 62 mm.  
Weight: 70 grams per ball.

Spinballz LED Poi 
Art. Nr. 701055

These durable LED Poi with a 
soft ball finish are fun and fast. 
3 different light modes (constant 
colour, colour change, flashing 
mode) allow stunning light effects 
in the dark. The Poi come with 
cords adjustable in length and 
comfortable fabric loops as 
handles. Incl. instructional CD with 
over 40 short video lessons and 
batteries (6 x LR44).

Diabolo Learning DVD Kid Diabolo 
Art. Nr. 701099

How to learn Diabolo, for beginners with and without experience. World-famous 
Diabolo experts present the fascinating world of Diabolo from starting off to 36 
fancy tricks. Total playing time: 40 min. PAL: 4:3 / 16:9.  
Languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Italian.

Juggling Products Everybody knows the 

fascination evoked by watching somebody juggle. It looks like 

overcoming gravity and is perfect training for your sense of balance 

and timing.
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Learning CD incl.

LED illuminated product!

Juggling Products

Hoop LED 
Art. Nr. 701078

Light-Up Hoop allows stunning light 
effects in the dark with 18  

super-bright red, blue and green 
LEDs. 3 different light modes  

(constant colour, colour change, 
flashing mode). Incl. learning CD with 

over 50 videos. Battery (1 x 4LR44) 
not included.

Spinstix LED 
Art. Nr. 701070

Light-Up Spinstix contains hidden 
LEDs that create an incredible light 

show in the dark. 3 different light 
modes (constant colour, colour change, 

flashing mode). The sticks and baton 
feel slightly sticky to the touch, which 

helps to keep them under control. Incl. 
learning CD with over 40 short video 
lessons and batteries (4 x CR2032). 

Dimensions: Sticks 48 cm - Baton 64 cm.

Batteries 4LR44 
Art. Nr. 134622 
(w/o pic.)

5 pcs, for Hoop LED

Batteries CR2032 
Art. Nr. 134623 
(w/o pic.)

5 pcs, for Diabolo LED, Spinstix LED, 
Juggling Balls LED
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Everybody knows the fascination evoked by watching somebody juggle. 

It looks like overcoming gravity and is perfect training for your sense of 

balance and timing. 

Juggling Products

Juggling Balls (Bean Bags), set of 3 

Art. Nr. 701045

Soft juggling balls (bean bags), set of 3 balls for beginners. 
Colours: Red/Yellow/Blue/Green. Diameter: 68 mm. 
Weight: 90 grams. In counter display (6 pcs).

Diabolo 100 mm 
Art. Nr. 701025

Inexpensive Diabolo for beginners that 
provides long and stable spins. Includes 
hand sticks and instructions for first 
steps and basic tricks. Assorted colours: 
orange, blue, yellow, green. In self-service 
net packaging.

Diabolo 115 mm 
Art. Nr. 701030
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Schildkröt

Schildkröt "Beachball Set XL"  
Art. Nr. 390180

2 varnished wooden rackets with red handles. 
Size: 37.8 x 23.5 x 0.8 cm.  
Incl. 1 ball. In mesh bag with drawstring cord.  

Schildkröt "Beachball Set Games" 
Art. Nr. 390182

2 varnished wooden rackets with printed play-
boards (chess and ludo) and red plastic handles. 
Size: 38.5 x 23.5 x 0.8 cm. Incl. 1 ball, complete 
sets of gaming pieces. In high-quality mesh bag 
with drawstring. 

Schildkröt "Neoprene Beachball" 
Art. Nr. 390174

Neoprene Beachball Set with 2 rackets and  
2 balls. Neoprene covering for maximum cata-
pult effect. Racket size: 40 x 22.5 x 0.8 cm. 
In high-quality mesh bag with drawstring.

Schildkröt "Neoprene Velcro Catch Ball Set"  
Art. Nr. 390181

2 colourful catching mitts (Ø 17 cm) with adjustable 
hand straps and waterproof neoprene cover.  
Super sticky Velcro palms make catching easy. 
Includes two mitts with eyecatching “Flame” graphics 
and one ball (Ø 6.25 cm). Heavy duty stitching.  
Set comes in reclosable bag.

Schildkröt "Boule/Boccia/Petanque Set" 
Art. Nr. 390185

6 full size chrome-plated steel bowls for 2 players 
(Ø 7.25 cm), 1 wooden target ball ( jack), 1 distance 
measurer, in a high-quality nylon carry case  
(23 x 16 x 8 cm) with transparent front and zipper. 
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Flexboard "Print" 
Art. Nr. 39022012

Flexboard "Barbwire" (White) 
Art. Nr. 39022016

Flexboard "Electric" 
Art. Nr. 39022014

Flexboard "Dragon" 
Art. Nr. 39022017

Flexboard "Barbwire" (Pink) 
Art. Nr. 39022003

Flash Roller 
Art. Nr. 390200

Two-wheeled strap-on roller skates with flashing wheels 
that will fit any shoe. Strong PU material can support 
up to 90 kg. One size fits all. Just push and glide. 
ABEC 5 high-quality bearings. Weight: 800 grams. 
Size: 18 x 10 cm.  
Watch video on www.invento-hq.com. We advise that 
usual helmets and protective gear are worn when 
skating.

FLEXSURFING: The perfect surf 
experience without snow and 
waves! 
Flexsurfing boards blend surfing, 
skateboarding, and snowboarding 
techniques into a new action 
board sport.

- spring-oriented torsion bar 
controls flexible front and rear 
panels

- wheels directly connected to 
the torsion bar make the board 
extremely robust

- polyurethane wheels (diameter 
76 mm, hardness 90A)

- 360-degree caster trucks
- high-performance ABEC 7 
bearings

- size: L 840 mm x W 240 mm
- weight: 3.8 kg
- tested according to EN71 
standard

- max. load: 95 kg

Flexible platforms and best  
manoeuvrability let riders perform 
sharp turns, 360's, carve 
downhill and even uphill.

Flexboard Wheels 
Art. Nr. 39022001

Polyurethane replacement wheels  
for Flexboards (diameter 76 mm,  
hardness 90A). With high-performance 
ABEC 7 bearings.  
Pair in blister packaging.

Flexboard LED Wheels 
Art. Nr. 39022002

These LED lighted wheels for 
riding in the dark give Flexboads 
a cool and sporty look. Lights can 
be seen even in day time.  
At night, lights increase safety. 

Built-in self-generating system (no batteries needed). 
Diameter 76 mm, hardness 90A, high-performance 
ABEC 7 bearings. Pair in blister packaging.

Flash Roller & 
Flexsurfing Boards
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Flexcruising ScooterFlexcruising Scooter

Stunt Scooter "Hyper" black 
Art. Nr. 390214
 - Material: aluminium

 - Length: 83.5 cm

 - Deck size: 48 cm x 10.8 cm with 
Top Print Griptape

 - PUC wheels: 100 x 24 mm

 - ABEC 7 carbon bearings

 - Aluminium rims

 - Rear-wheel brake

 - Weight: 3.42 kg

 - Max weight: 100 kg

 - Handlebar height: 64.5 cm

 - Handlebar width: 44 cm

Stunt Scooter "Horn" green 
Art. Nr. 390212
 - Material: aluminium

 - Length: 83.5 cm

 - Deck size: 48 cm x 10.8 cm 
with Top Print Griptape

 - PUC wheels: 100 x 24 mm

 - ABEC 7 carbon bearings

 - Rear-wheel brake

 - Weight: 3.42 kg

 - Max weight: 100 kg 

 - Handlebar height: 64.5 cm

 - Handlebar width: 44 cm

Stunt Scooter "Orsis" orange 
Art. Nr. 390213
 - Material: aluminium

 - Length: 83.5 cm

 - Deck size: 48 cm x 10.8 cm with 
Top Print Griptape

 - PUC wheels: 100 x 24 mm

 - ABEC 7 carbon bearings

 - Rear-wheel brake

 - Weight: 3.42 kg

 - Max weight: 100 kg 

 - Handlebar height: 64.5 cm

 - Handlebar width: 44 cm

Flexcruising Scooter 200 
Art. Nr. 390210
 - Material: aluminium

 - Length: 92 cm

 - PU wheels: 200 x 30 mm

 - ABEC 7 carbon bearings

 - Rear-wheel brake

 - Weight: 3.3 kg

 - Max weight: 100 kg

 - Folding mechanism

 - Height-adjustable handle bars

 - Kickstand incl.

NEW



INVENTO GmbH 
Klein Feldhus 1  
D-26180 Rastede-Neusüdende 
Germany 

Phone +49 (0) 44 02 92 62 - 0   
Fax  +49 (0) 44 02 92 62 29 

E-Mail  service@invento-hq.com    
Internet www.invento-hq.com 
  www.inventopromotion.com 
  www.powerkites.de 

HONG KONG OFFICE 
TransPacific Marketing Ltd.  
René Zuercher 
Room 51 2/F 223 Lot 300  
Keyon Garden 
Mok Tse Che Village
Sai Kung- N.T.
Hong Kong (SAR)

Phone  +852 91037101 
E-Mail  renezuercher@gmail.com

US Distribution by 
HQ KITEs & DEsIGNs UsA, INc. 
134 Freedom Ave. 
Powells Point, NC 27966

Toll free (888) 318-3600
Phone  (252) 491-2113
Fax  (888) 848-4592 
E-Mail  sales@hq-kites-usa.com 
Internet www.hq-kites-usa.com 
   www.powerkites.de

RC Vehicles + Helicopter - Air Toys - Addict A Ball - neoClicks - Balls - Aerobie - Flying Discs - Throwing Toys - Water Toys - Fun Sport - Juggling Products

Designed for children of all ages, HQ Kites offers a wide selection of recreational kites perfect for 
outdoor play. Our huge collection includes family fun kites, kite kits, exciting sport kites, and includes 
powerful traction kites for adrenaline junkies.

Windspiration™ decorative wind spinners for home and garden décor are made with the finest 
materials and workmanship, adding colour and motion to brighten up your world. Durable, long 
lasting, Windspirations are available in a wide variety of styles and make a perfect addition to any 
porch, patio  or deck.

Call us at +49 (0) 4402 92620 to receive a free copy of our “Kites & Windspiration” catalogue.

Catalogue picture similar!

Check out our kite and wind spinner catalogue!

My Account Number
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